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Health.com says. Depression is more common than AIDS, cancer, and diabetes combined, and nearly 400,000 people attempt suicide in the
U.S. every year. The U.S. alone houses nearly half a million people that desire to take their lives even without adding the remainder of the
world, this number is entirely too high. You were placed on this Earth for a reason! The statistics of how many people do not know why
they exist, what they are capable of doing, and why is astonishing. This book is intended to teach you to turn your heartache into laughter,
your pain into prosperity, and a bad situation into leverage for astounding outcomes. Here, we will be providing a holistic, entirely natural
medication for depression and suicidal ideation, and the power is all within you. You have been created with all of the power required to
transform any situation. The unfortunate thing is that you may not be receptive of your own embedded powers. Whether you are the
smallest, slowest, poorest, least knowledgeable, quietest, least‐skilled, weakest, or whatever you consider your disadvantage, you have been
implanted with the powers to be advantaged, and this book will show you how. If the ant can be at an advantage, so can you. This book will
offer you: ‐Knowledge from the ant on love, power, and purpose ‐Insight on your embedded powers ‐Exercises for you to connect to your
purpose ‐Wisdom to help you identify and break self‐hindering beliefs ‐An opportunity to transform your environment and reshape it with
others desiring to live a life led after love, power, and purpose!
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